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PITT MEADOWS AIRPORT ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
 

SPECIAL MEETING 

Monday October 30, 2017 – 7:00 p.m. 

Meadows Room, Pitt Meadows City Hall 

12007 Harris Road, Pitt Meadows, British Columbia 

 

A G E N D A  
 
 
 

A. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

1. Agenda of the October 30, 2017 Special Meeting 

THAT the Agenda for the Oct 30, 2017 Special Committee Meeting be 
approved. 

B. ITEMS OF BUSINESS 

1. Feedback on Draft YPK Strategic Framework  

1.1 Feedback received to date (pp.2-7) 

1.2 Other Feedback 

 
C. ADJOURNMENT 

 



Submitted by R. Blakely 

Comments on the “YPK Strategic Framework” 
 

General Comments: 

 

1. The criteria appear to be almost entirely money based, even assuming the broad definition of 

“sustainable” as: “....  

a. ...the management and coordination of environmental, social and financial 

demands and concerns to ensure responsible, ethical and ongoing success”. 

(Ref: http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/business-sustainability).  Emphasis 

added 

2. If the intent is, as it should be, for the wider definition of business sustainability, that 

intent should be stated explicitly and made apparent to the reader. 

3. The Airport can and should provide more to the community that favourable economics. 

For example: local jobs, open space, waterfront access, land for community facilities. 

4. The development target seems to be to attract a “big deal” aviation operator while 

ignoring the General Aviation activity for which the airport was constructed and which 

currently provides the major source of both aviation activity and revenue. A plan more 

likely to succeed would support and encourage the current activities while attempting to 

attract suitable new aviation activity. 

5. Meaningful content on the “Strategic Direction” is possible only with access to the 

referenced documents. 

 

Editorial Comments: Key Goals 

 

1. Vision Statement: Add: while respecting the community goals of sustainability and 

environmental stewardship. 

2. Para 1.4: Replace “accommodate” with encourage. 

3. Para 4.1: Insert PMAS before the word “members”. 

4. Para 4.2: add .....and transparency to the public  

 

Editorial Comments: Guiding Principles 

 

1. Para a: add: including financial, social and environmental consequences. 

2. Para b: delete “sustainability”. 

3. Para c: Add ....and the local community. 

4. Para d: Delete “sustainability” 

 

Editorial Comment: Strategic Direction 

1. Under “Airport Operations” :   Add... Land Lease 

http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/business-sustainability


Submitted by J. Rensmaag 

 

 

YPK STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK DRAFT/PMAAS MEETING OCTOBER 20th at 6pm 

Comments: 

I noted in the draft of the YPK Strategic Framework that there was no mention of having an Environmental 

Plan or Green Plan for YPK 

In no particular order, here are some of the details that could be included in such a plan: 

- reducing greenhouse gas emissions and monitoring air quality 

- reducing noise on the ground and in the air through a noise mitigation program 

- using natural resources (whether renewable or non-renewable) 

- establishing water efficiency programs 

- reducing energy consumption 

- using recycled materials where appropriate 

- using clean fuel vehicles 

- best practices in land use planning 

Eventually an environmental management policy could be written and be included in the new Master Plan for 

YPK. This policy, like all others, would need to be reviewed and continually improved upon. 

An “Environmental Management Plan” could possibly have its own heading under Key Goals.  

  



YPK Strategic Direction – Comments by Reg Moen 

The primary goal in creating a Strategic Direction for the Pitt Meadows Airport is to first identify and 
determine what is the core business and uses of the PM Airport as it stands today. The primary basis of 
this analysis should focus on the aviation uses. The second objective is to do a similar analysis of all the 
airports in the lower mainland. With this information, an analysis of how PM Airport fits into this overall 
aviation uses. The analysis should find the strengths and weak points of the other airports and then 
determine how PM Airport can best take advantage and focus its direction on aviation uses that best 
works for now and in the future. Special attention should be on moving it fairly and strategically in the 
determined strategic direction in order to mitigate harm to the existing user base at the airport.  

A very important goal or direction is for all planned uses of existing airport lands to be aviation related 
only and anything else should symbiotic with this aviation focus. There is no need to develop any of the 
airport lands for other than aviation use and any land available should be protected for future aviation 
purposes. It should be noted that the airport has already sold 65 acres of land that was capable of and 
planned for future aviation use for non-aviation purposes as an adjacent industrial development. The 
money secured from the sale of this 65 acres of airport land was to supply all the financial requirements 
for the future development and operation of the PM Airport. As such, there is no requirement with the 
existing revenue and this “Heritage Fund” to create further revenue streams unless it is purely aviation 
related. 

One of the largest future aviation related business opportunities at the PM Airport is the Seaplane 
capability. This opportunity should be protected and no development on the riverside should be allowed 
other than Seaplane activity. Because of its location, the seaplane activity has little impact on the 
community. There have been efforts to develop marinas on the airport properties which would be a 
major hazard to seaplane operations and further reduces the future of seaplane business opportunities. 
The city should also consider this in their land use planning and protect the seaplane use of this airport 
by keeping all marina development as far away from the PM airport as possible. 

Another important consideration is that PM Airport is the farthest North airport and close to the natural 
resources north of the valley such as forestry, mining, other populated areas, and recreational areas. 
With this in mind, helicopter operators would prefer to locate at PM Airport based on this proximity. 
Our only competitive airport is Langley Airport and it will be saturated in the near future due to limited 
land available. Another advantage of helicopter operations at PM Airport is that we have natural 
helicopter arrival and departure paths that would have minimal noise impact on the community. The PM 
Airport should look at this carefully and plan for helicopter operational areas that do not mix with fixed 
wing aircraft.  

PM Airport also has another great advantage over other airports by having aviation related non-usable 
land under farm use. This gives the airport a revenue stream with no costs as well as it gives the city a 
tax revenue that is environmentally sound and fits their vision and mission. 

 



The PM Airport had the opportunity to develop Corporate Business Jet infrastructure when they had the 
65 acres of airport land as well as a terminal and ramp area for commuter operations. This land was 
strategically perfect for this type of development, however, this land was sold in 2009-2010 and as such 
it sold off the opportunity to have a Corporate Business Jet center or a proper terminal and ramp area 
for commuter airlines. Further to this, Boundary Bay Airport seized this opportunity and is aggressively 
going after and attracting this Corporate Jet business there. Further to this, Abbotsford Airport has the 
runway environment and land base to also attract this type of business. Again, it would be fruitless to try 
to use this as a business goal, both from a competitive perspective but also from an infrastructure 
perspective. 

As far as commuter airlines, PM Airport no longer has the land base of infrastructure to have Commuter 
jets such as Bombardier, or Boeing jets. Also, as the airport has been recently developed as a Class IIIA 
airport, with non-precision approach limitations, the possibility of having commuter operations of any 
significance will not be possible. Any Airline that would be running a schedule would require to have 
precision approach runways. Secondly, the normal small commuter aircraft, the Dash8 Q400 aircraft, 
operating under the new Transport Canada TP312 Revision 5 Standards and Recommended Practices 
could not do scheduled landings at this airport because the aircraft category requires a Class IV airport 
including taxiway environment for the wheel base and nose gear of the Q400. 

These are my comments on the YPK Strategic Framework- Comments added in red. Some comments 

from others are also added 

KEY GOALS 

1.1 To determine viable commercial Aviation related services using competitive advantage analysis 
that are compatible with member municipalities' land use plans and economic development 
strategies. 
1.2 To consider potentially viable aviation opportunities based on sound business case rationale in a 
manner that is respectful of the impact to those living close to the Airport and most likely to be 
impacted by noise. 
1.3 To pursue long-term capital planning of infrastructure for potentially viable commercial aviation 
related services. 
1.4 To accommodate general aviation-use that is compatible with the strategic growth of the airport. 
YPK is a General Aviation airport and strategic growth should be compatible with this primary 
general aviation use.  
 
3.3 To target market the YPK advantage for airside and primarily aviation business opportunities. 
 
ADD: 3.4 To develop long term land use that captures the uniqueness of the PM Airport as it relates 
to its role in relation to the other airports in the lower mainland and Fraser Valley for aviation use. 
 
ADD: 4.3 To maintain a structure for cooperative communication between the users of the airport 
and the surrounding community based on transparency. 
 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

a. To make evidence based decisions using business case analysis, including financial, social 
and environmental consequences. 

b. To keep the public and users aware of key activities and sustainability plans. 



c. To achieve a high level of collaboration among staff, Directors,  member municipalities and 
airport users. 

d. To determine a realistic competitive advantage to guide sustainability all development efforts 
 

YPK STRATEGIC DIRECTION 

 
AIRPORT OPERATIONS: 
Aviation Fuel 
Transit Facility 
Parking Areas 
Regulatory Compliance 
Safety Measures 
Land Lease Administration 

 
AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT: 
Infrastructure Services 
Lot supply 
Marketing Efforts 
Air side Focus 
Non-airside focus 
Seaplane Facility Development 
Land Use Planning 
 
AIRPORT MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE: 
Human Resources 
Strategic Planning 
Decision Making 
Fiscal Accountability 
Governance System 
Public Communication 
Agency Relations 



YPK Draft Strategic Framework – Comments by Bob Meachen 

I have read the report/feedback from Reg Moen and fully concur with the all of the points made, including 

suggested reference changes to the draft bullet points. 

Additional comments: 

 There are several major differences between YPK, Abbotsford and Langley airports. What is 
good for one may not be so for the other. 

 YPK is very close to major residential properties and noise is already a concern for all residents. 
Future development of the airport must find ways to mitigate the impact of noise on near 
neighbours. 

 The environmental impact caused by the operations at YPK need to be mitigated by introducing 
green technology wherever possible and the replanting of trees and other shrubs that were 
destroyed by the clear cutting south of the airport. 

 Local infrastructure is already under stress from the industrial development in southern Pitt 
Meadows. Future development of YPK will add to the traffic issues and a new traffic study will 
be needed. 

 

AIRPORT MANAGEMENT AND GOVERNANCE : 

 The consensus of residents is that communication with the airport is not as seamless as it could 
be. Management needs to be improved in terms of communication with all stakeholders, including business 
and airport users and local residents. 

 Complaints and concerns do not receive the level of attention and follow-up that would be expected from a 
professional organization that impacts the local community the way YPK airport does. 

 Companies located at the airport have stated that they do not hear of neighbours complaints from the 
current management of YPK 

 There is little feedback from YPK on how complaints have been dealt with and what improvements if any 
have been made. 
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